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Occupational Therapists work with 
people of all ages, helping them to carry 
out the occupations/activities that they 
need, or want, to do in order to lead 
healthy fulfilling lives.  (BAOT)



When symptoms become 
debilitating & persistent the 
effects can be life changing

A change in  health  can alter our 
personal path
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Occupational Therapists work 
to 
• Minimise the barriers that 

hold us back from doing 
what we want or need to do  

• Help us to continually adapt 
to our ‘New Normal’



Aims today include:

• To demonstrate one main element of 
occupational therapy in respiratory conditions

• To share practical ideas  (to help overcome 
difficulties in every-day activities)  

• To find one strategy to take away and practice



Occupational Therapist 
‘check-in’

Issues that  Pulmonary Rehab groups have 
identified include:
- Stairs can feel like climbing a mountain
- I used to be able to do much more 
- Everything feels like a struggle
- I cant seem to get anything done
- I don’t want to be a nuisance
-
-



Occupational Therapy aims 
to provide practical solutions 

to these issues via
‘ENERGY CONSERVATION’



The ‘Spiral of Disability’ - discuss

Energy Conservation principles are not 
designed to reduce activity but to promote 
more efficient use of energy, directed at 
activities meaningful to you



Staying within an appropriate energy baseline (ie
avoiding over-exertion and under-exertion) over time 
has been shown to improve physical functioning and 
fatigue (Jason et al, 2009)



So … Energy conservation is a means to:

• Using energy wisely
• Finding easier ways to carry out
everyday tasks

• Making little adjustments to give you
more energy for the activities which are
important to you, maintaining physical
and psychological wellbeing



The Experts – you!

u Usually very interactive session – sharing ideas



How we do this ….

u Support your programme of physical restoration whilst

Maximising function via various approaches.

u Modified approach 

u Compensatory approach

u Adaptive approach 

u Psycho-social approach  



Principles of Energy Conservation

uPrioritising
uPlanning
uPositioning
uPacing
uPractising - to achieve Habit



PRIORITISING

u Consider writing down key activities on a 
list or post-it notes

u Which daily activities are most 
meaningful & which are less important to 
YOU? Which can actually be left?

u Set realistic and achievable goals



u Getting up, washed and dressed

u Preparing breakfast

u Getting newspaper

u Caring for a pet

u Cleaning

u Watching TV

u Having a friend to the garden

u Having your ‘support bubble’ visit

u Washing car

u Exercise programme

u Phoning a relative

u Creative hobby

u Preparing main meal

Prioritising YOUR  
‘Energy Budget’

(be realistic with your 
‘budget’)



Prioritising 

u Some households “lay their cards on the table” & review 
who is best to cover each activity. May involve some 
swopping of usual roles Egs.

u Accept offers of help - (psych impact)

u Consider private support if an option

u Requires review as situation changes 



Planning 

u Planning – can help you 
be more in control of 
what you do and when, 
ensuring you don’t 
overdo it or waste energy 
unnecessarily

Planning



Planning
u A routine or weekly schedule can support your planning-

and give feeling of control & achievement

u Spread activities over the day/week – getting a balance of 
high & low energy tasks

u Some people have a  ‘best time of day’ for an activity eg
shower/bath, concentrating on paperwork

u Break a task down & do one stage at a time - ref to pacing

u Plan activities to have sufficient recovery time between 
them



Planning
u Consider organisation of 

‘time and movement’ to 
reduce unnecessary trips 
room to room or 
up/downstairs

u Eat a well balanced diet. 
Your body requires 10-20% 
more oxygen to help digest a 
meal so rest to assist this 
process 



Positioning 

uConsider sitting rather 
than standing during 
activities; sitting uses 
25% less energy



Positioning
Consider postural support 
in sitting

u to support exertion of  
sit-to-stand 

u & to optimise 
respiratory function 



Positioning

Push or slide objects rather than lifting 

u Static position – a limb is held under tension in 
one position. Muscles are constantly ‘turned 
on’; this interferes with the natural flow of the 
blood and places extra pressure on the lungs 
and heart; results in muscle fatigue/SoB

u Dynamic movement – there is a balance in the 
muscle groups relaxing and contracting eg
walking. This supports how the heart and lungs 
are trying to function and oxygenated blood 
reaches the working muscles 



Positioning

u Avoid bending forwards from the hip; bend from knees/lift 
feet to you if possible.  Consider assistive equipment



Positioning 
Consider assistive equipment



Positioning

uStore things 
within easy 
reach!



Pacing – refers to spreading activity 
out to achieve more 

There is evidence that periodic recovery of breathing 
rate DURING an activity is beneficial 

A pause also recharges our focus and willpower 

Good sleep routine is beneficial 

Challenge  endurance when you feel up it



Places  to rest 
can support 
pacing

u Shower stool

u Kitchen stool

u Bedside

u Stool at stairs

u Walking aid

u Seating in 
garden/greenhou
se

u Recovery 
positions



Pacing in relation to Resilience

u A pause, & breathing techniques, provide an opportunity 
for recovery

u A pause can also recharge our focus and willpower

u A pause gives time to ‘re-frame’ the situation; to see 
things from a different perspective; not to rush but 
perhaps  see a more effective step in a process



Deep recovery involves physical and 
mental restoration

u Feeling stress or anxiety can consume your 
energy.  Techniques such as Relaxation can assist 
anxiety and SoB and so help manage fatigue

u Approaches to Relaxation can include Mindfulness, 
Meditation, Visualisation, Progressive Muscle 
relaxation



Visualisation

u Picture in your mind 
somewhere that you feel 
safe and relaxed;

u Try incorporating the senses 
– your body being supported 
against something 
comfortable such as the 
sand or a deckchair; the 
warmth of the sun on your 
skin, the softness of the 
breeze, the repetitive sound 
of gentle waves lapping the 
shore, or wind rustling 
leaves. 

u Practice so that you have a 
picture you can go to, to 
relax



u So … Energy Conservation is not advocating that you avoid
physical activity but is a guide to adapting to suite the
constraints of your condition …..

u ….. Making little adjustments to give you more energy for
activities which are important to YOU - maintaining
physical and psychological wellbeing



Many thanks for your invitation to explain 
about Energy Conservation in Occupational 
Therapy

Any feedback now, or via Myles later, would be very welcome


